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Though a Catholic country, Italy has always been distinguished by the presence of a deeply-rooted Socialist Party. At the beginning of the twentieth century, encouraged by the economic and social changes taking place, as well as by a new and growing awareness, a number of Catholics decided to open up to a dialogue with the socialist world. Some, such as Don Murri, identified Turati’s party as a possible political interlocutor, in the conviction that the programmes of the democratic Catholics and those of the left had many elements in common. Others, particularly in intellectual circles, sensitive to modernist issues, believed that Christianity at its origins and the early forms of socialism shared the same basic identity. Thus some scholars (including Father Buonaiuti) chose to focus on the origins of the Church, convinced that examples could be found there of how the world could be changed according to Christian ethics.

The response of left-wing culture to these ideas was varied. Some, such as Camillo Prampolini, an exponent of “evangelical socialism,” appeared to be interested in a dialogue, like those socialists who were readier to accept idealist inspiration. The party leadership, instead, barred any suggestion of debate, convinced that Marxism was an alternative to Christianity.

Over the last hears historians have focused on the importance of nineteenth-century struggles by political liberals to separate Church and State, which led to the “secular age” of Europe. Such struggles have been viewed by historians as a “cultural war”, a conflict between modernization and ultramontanism, a key moment for the formation of Secularized states and Political parties. In this
context, however, the impact of the contrast between the radical secularism embraced by the socialist left and the defence of a Catholic social order has been given scant attention.

In spite of important contributions, published in the 1960s and 1970s, on the relations between Christianity and Socialism, this issue has not become central, inasmuch as scholars have mainly focused, in monographs and articles, on the years of the Second Vatican Council, showing little interest in the period studied in this paper. Resuming research on the early twentieth century, putting those crucial years at the at the center of a new historical investigation is therefore necessary.

I Catholicism and socialism in the nineteenth century

From the outset the views of the ecclesiastical institutions on socialism were highly critical. The first official condemnation came in the encyclical Qui plurius of 9 December 1846 and the concept was confirmed by Pius IX in December 1864 in the encyclical Quanta cura and the Sillabus errorum, in which, whilst stigmatizing the century’s ills, the “deadly error of communism and socialism” was emphasized. Leone XIII, who had already inspired a doctrinal analysis of socialism, dealt systematically with the problem in the Rerum novarum, which was published in May 1891, a year before the constitution of the Socialist Party in Italy, when the main organizations linked to the Second International had already been founded. The intention of the first part of the encyclical was to confute the theory of socialism, whilst in the second part alternative solutions were proposed, dictated by general ideals of solidarity between classes and a corporative model that was little suited to the industrial society of the late Eighteen Hundreds. Along the same lines were the initiatives by the Unione Cattolica per gli Studi Sociali (Catholic Union for Social Studies), founded in Padua by Giuseppe Toniolo, who in 1894 drew up the
Programma dei cattolici di fronte al socialismo, (Catholic Programme on Socialism) in which he argued the need to adopt a Catholic social doctrine to solve the problems of contemporary society.\textsuperscript{vi}

In Italy contact between the Catholic and socialist worlds began late compared to other European countries, because of slow economic development. The first attempts by a Catholic to deal with the challenges introduced by socialism were made by Father Carlo Maria Curci, the author in 1885 of Di un socialismo cristiano nella questione operaia, (On a Christian Socialism regarding the Workers Issue) which revealed strong sensitivity to social issues. After arguing that the aim of socialism was to find remedies for a system marked by “an economic disorder that is not temporary and accidental, but alters the very fabric” of society, with effects that are “pernicious for most of society itself,” the Jesuit suggested the need to unite the terms “Christian” and “Socialism.” Moreover, Curci did not fail to recall how, according to the apostle Paul, Christ had intended to encourage the renewal of humankind and that the task of this “new creature” would be to create a “new society.”\textsuperscript{vii}

From the Eighteen Hundred onwards the mainly Waldensian Protestant minority in Italy also showed interest in the fate of the workers’ movement. Whilst still expressing reserves as regards Marxist materialism, the Protestants considered the criticisms of the capitalist economic system formulated by the socialists to have some justification.\textsuperscript{viii} Predominantly inspired by the Waldensians and therefore sensitive to the values of the poverty of the Christian tradition, Italian Protestants were attentive to the social problems caused by the emergence of capitalism.\textsuperscript{ix}

The debate on social issues was tackled mainly in the journal Il Rinnovamento, published in Rome between 1903 and 1907 by the Comitato di Evangelizzazione (Committee for Evangelization); subsequently the discussion continued in the journals La Luce and L’Avanguardia, the latter a monthly publication by Italian-speaking social Christians, founded and edited by Giovanni Enrico Meille\textsuperscript{x} and published between 1908 and 1910. La Rivista Cristiana, Bilychnis, Fede e vita and Lumen de lumine also took part in the discussion. The Protestant intellectuals rarely shared the
socialists’ arguments, preferring the prospect of social Christianity, but still considered dialogue and exchange with the cultural and political proposals of the left to be a possibility.\textsuperscript{xii} Amongst these socialist-leaning evangelists, we should remember Pastor Enrico Meynier, author of two small volumes, one published in 1894, *Il socialismo e il cristianesimo di fronte alla questione sociale*, (Socialism and Christianity faced with the Social Issue) and the other in 1902 *Problem sociali contemporanei* (Contemporary Social Problems).\textsuperscript{xii}

From the end of the nineteenth century onwards, Catholics in Italy had to deal with the sort of socialism which, unlike the German version circulating predominantly in industrial areas,\textsuperscript{xiii} was rooted in the rural world; this peculiarity put believers in a unique situation since if, on the one hand, it highlighted conflicting elements, on the other it also created the conditions for possible collaboration. Be that as it may, in practice there was often a shared attempt to improve the living conditions of workers: in Milan Don Umberto Benigni\textsuperscript{xiv} (who was to become one of the fiercest opponents of modernism), together with Angelo Mauri\textsuperscript{xv} and Filippo Meda,\textsuperscript{xvi} founded the journal *La Rassegna sociale* which challenged the bases of both the liberal and Marxist schools of thought and considered the *Camer del Lavoro* (official Workers’ Centres),\textsuperscript{xvii} once Christianized, useful tools for solving the problems of both workers and farm labourers.\textsuperscript{xviii} Some Catholics even decided to cooperate with the socialists: Aristide Tagliabue, representing the Catholic workers’ mutual aid society, was on the organizing committee of the *Camera del Lavoro* in Monza in 1893; Don Anastasio Rossi (who was to become Bishop of Udine) collaborated with the *Camera del Lavoro* in Pavia and Don Luigi Cazzamali\textsuperscript{xix} with the one in Lodi. Although the intention of these Catholics was to tackle the spread of Socialist theories amongst the proletariat, their contact with the problems of the poor encouraged them to accept strikes as a means of defence by the workers and to accept the class war,\textsuperscript{xx} in contrast to the corporative theories put forward by the *Rerum novarum*. 
I. The “turn-of-the-century” watershed at the end of the twentieth century: the political thought of Romolo Murri

In the last decade of the nineteenth century, Italy was still a backward country. Not a national state until 1861, and characterized by deep economic differences between North and South, Italy began the process of industrialization very late (after the protectionist turn of 1887). While in Germany the Sozialdemokratische Partei was founded in 1875, the Partito Socialista Italiano (Italian Socialist Party) emerged many years later, in 1892, and took root in both industrial areas (Milan, Turin, Genoa) and in the countryside (especially in the Emilia Romagna region).

In May 1898, when the population of Milan organized strongly supported demonstrations to protest against food shortages, that part of the Catholic world which, since the French Revolution, had tended to condemn the modern, bourgeois, liberal civilization born in the nineteenth century, started to realize that another, far more serious problem was appearing in Italian politics, i.e. the affirmation of socialism.

The Italian government, headed by the Marquis Antonio Starabba Di Rudini, reacted forcefully to the peoples’ uprisings and the Catholics largely supported its policy, putting aside their doubts about the Italian State that had taken the city of Rome in 1870. The Catholics’ gradual reconciliation with the State took place despite the problems between Italy and the Vatican being extremely serious. The new national entity, which was based on the principles of liberalism, had been formed by conquering the territory of the Holy See and it had been decided that Rome - the cradle of Christianity – had to be the capital city of the State.

But these issues were now forgotten, and the main problem was considered social subversion. So Mother Francesca Saverio Cabrini, who had already been working with her sisters alongside Italian emigrants in the United States in the last decade of the nineteenth century, and who was therefore sensitive to the needs of the “poorest of the poor,” finding herself in Milan during the uprising took
up a firm position in favour of repression and military operations against the strikers, clearly
demonstrating the widespread concern of the Catholic world about the spread of socialist ideas.xxiii

However, not everyone in the Catholic universe restrained their animosity towards the liberal
government: in fact Don Davide Albertario xxiii and Don Romolo Murri xxiii heightened their
criticism of a political class that had upset the old equilibrium of traditional society, depriving the
people of the chance to make a decent living. Some figures from traditional Catholicism thus
found themselves sharing their support of peoples’ uprisings with the socialists and at times, as
happened at Albertario, even sharing prison (the priest was put in the same cell as the socialist
Filippo Turati). xxiv On that occasion, as the historian Pietro Scoppola points out, “the basic
uniformity of the Catholic ranks” was broken xxv and whilst the Jesuit journal Civiltà Cattolica
(founded in Rome in 1850) expressed concern at the violent solutions proposed, which aimed to
overthrow established power, Murri sided with those who were fighting on the barricades.

Murri hit a bullseye when in June 1898, in the journal Cultura sociale, founded by him and the
voice of the Christian Democratic movement, he stressed that the bourgeoisie was interested in
conserving the privileges they had acquired: the ideas they had professed in the past were now
denied “egoistically and crudely and they forbade their adversaries freedom of association,
limiting their political rights, attacking the freedom of the press, creating special laws, with
military tribunes and penal colonies for political prisoners;”xxvi of the freedom they had once
boasted of, all that remained was economic freedom. The only two parties able to fight to “free us
from the awful burden that is crushing us,” were, according to Murri, “the two opposites in recent
Italian politics, social radicalism and Catholicism which has become a basis for a legal and honest
national party that is also valid and vigorous.” xxvii Murri’s intention to include the religious
inspiration of the Catholics amongst the progressive forces of liberal Italy thus became clear. xxviii

It was obviously the direct experience of poverty that came with the work of the parish priests, as
well as evidence of the contradictions of capitalism, that opened up the possibility of an alliance of
Catholics and Socialists; this alliance was especially favorable in Italy, since both had grievances
against the Italian State and the liberal bourgeoisie (which had promoted national unification and change in the economic structure).

It is already well-known that Murri, who in 1893-94 attended courses on historical materialism held at the La Sapienza University in Rome by the philosopher Antonio Labriola, had started out along a path that would lead him away from the cultural prospects that had distinguished Catholicism from 1789 onwards, condemning outright the modern, contemporary world. He soon declared himself to be no part of this culture and stated forcefully that he considered the social contradictions introduced by capitalism to be far more serious than the unresolved territorial bickering between the two States. He began to work on drawing up a project for a peoples’ Catholic party – the Democrazia Cristiana - capable of fighting alongside the poorer classes. He openly declared that he wished to assume the socialist organizational model for the party’s constitution but what is more interesting to note is his respect for Marxist organization, considered as a bulwark against those who attempted to compromise democracy in Italy.

In 1905 came the surprising and provocative proposal to Turati that the Christian Democrat movement, founded by Murri, and the Socialist Party should come to an agreement on a political programme. Murri did not underestimate the differences of the two movements, particularly as regards the interpretation of religious issues, but believed it was possible to fight together for the implementation of the “basic programme,” proposed by the PSI (Italian Socialist Party) and based on a project for social reforms, which he had declared himself in favour of for years. The Catholic leader argued that the political affinity between democratic Catholics and those reformist socialists who had abandoned the revolutionary perspective was no less important than the religious aspect that linked democratic Catholics and moderates: he thus challenged the idea that Christ’s message could or should be interpreted in one way only from a social and political point of view, as well as challenging the unity of the faithful faced with Pius X’s conservative directives.

In addition Murri, a careful reader of Marx’s texts and Marxist imitators, encouraged by the reflections of Antonio Labriola and Benedetto Croce, suggested a distinction between
historical materialism and dialectic materialism, believing it possible to accept the analysis of contemporary society provided by the former and thus opening up the way to an exchange between Marxist philosophy and the Catholic world which would be useful to many believers in the years to come.xxxiv

Hope in an agreement was put into perspective by a derisive and ironic reply from Turati who, influenced by a positivist cultural and philosophical perspective and probably aware of the split with Arturo Labriola’s revolutionary union wing of the party (close to George Sorel and decidedly anti-clerical) that a move towards dialogue would create, stressed the differences between the Catholic and the socialist movements: “We are the firstborn of the devil, of free thought […] and no fear of election whistles would persuade us to give up our Satanic status as firstborn,” Turati further accused the Catholics of not supporting the strikes, of wanting Sunday to be a day of rest so as to make Mass obligatory, of “talking about the proletariat but supporting the conservatives.”xxxv Murri’s proposal thus came to nothing but it is interesting to stress, as the socialist philosopher Giuseppe Rensixxxvi did in a letter to Murri, that the proposal served to acknowledge that, for Murri, “it was not the religious criterion but the criterion of social, economic etc. issues (to sum up, earthly ones) that were the only ones capable of forming the cement for building a political party.”xxxvii

Most of the Catholic world reacted with disagreement or perplexity to Murri’s proposal, to the extent that the priest would affirm that a sort of “holy war” had been declared against him and counter-attack by remarking on the strange alliance that had formed between Turati and the more conservative of the faithful, since both agreed that the Church could not be reformed and was politically aligned with the conservatives.xxxviii However, the position of the Bologna Curia’s official journal, L’Avvenire d’Italia, which had already distinguished itself in the past for its sympathy towards Murri’s movement, should not be neglected. The newspaper wrote that Murri’s initiative in itself had “nothing unorthodox” about it, since “what was and is acceptable elsewhere is acceptable for Italian Catholics, too” (what was referred to was the situation in Belgium, where
Catholics and socialists had been working together for years). More importantly, L’Avvenire d’Italia condemned the alliances between Catholics and conservatives approved by Pius X and foresaw a political position for Christians on the progressive front.

The group of believers that gathered around Murri wished to put an end to electoral abstention and intended presenting its own programme in Italy, one that was for the people but an alternative to the socialists’; Pius X’s politics proved quite different because they involved Catholics abandoning their isolated position not by forming their own Party but through an alliance between clergy and conservatives. This programme took shape for the first time in the 1904 elections, when the Catholics, who had not voted since 1874, because they hadn’t recognized the Italian liberal state, started to direct their votes, with tacit permission from the Holy See, towards the conservative candidates. Once all hope had been lost of involving the whole of the Catholic movement in his project, Murri decided to lead a minority campaign against clerical-moderates and in November 1905 in Bologna founded the Lega Democratica Nazionale (Democratic National League), thus taking a stand against the policy of the ecclesiastic hierarchy.

The League included the division between the spiritual and the temporal realms amongst the main points on its agenda, and was founded as a contrast to Pius X’s conservative position, criticizing the clerics for their inability to come up with a social and economic programme that would meet the needs of the masses. Concerned with the need to distinguish themselves from socialist currents, whose influence in the rural world they intended challenging, the League refused collective property and worker management of industries but supported the peaceful expropriation of landed property when the latter failed to carry out its social function. Assuming as its aims the defence of workers’ interests and their political education, the League nonetheless accepted its members taking part in socialist unions, believing the principle of the unity and non-religious nature of the union organizations to be important. Thus, some of its members came into contact with exponents of reformist socialism and tried to find agreements on the basis of their mutual aversion to the position of clerical moderates.

In a political system squeezed between the two blocks, that
of radical socialism and that of the moderate clerics, the LDN proved to systematically prefer the progressive area as its interlocutor, hoping to modify extreme anti-clericalism.

The organization moved on two levels, the political and the religious: at a political level with the intention of bringing about profound innovation and at the religious with the objective, supported in particular by Tommaso Gallarati Scotti, of reclaiming the freedom of Catholics to act according to their own consciences. Pius X reacted harshly to these new ideas and in his encyclical *Pieni l’animo* he denied that Catholics could act independently in the political and social fields and forbade priests to become party members. The League, which stood alone in the Catholic world and was not even properly understood by the progressive world, too heavily marked by preconceived anti-clericalism, did not have much room for movement in Giolitti’s Italy.

Because of the stand Murri had taken, on 14 April 1907 Pius X had him suspended *a divinis* and in September of the same year in the encyclical *Pascendi dominici gregis*, the priest’s thought was associated with that of the modernists. In March 1909 he was excommunicated *ad personam* for accepting to stand as a candidate for the Radical Party. In his programme Murri, who had based his election campaign primarily on anti-clerical issues, would have liked to see the creation of a radical left, which would also include the socialists, holding the clerical-moderate agreement to be the country’s worst ill. He believed it should be countered by a project in support of the non-religious nature of the State, freedom of teaching, the banning of catechism in primary schools and the inclusion of the history of religions in secondary schools.

### III The newspaper *La plebe*

Even more radical than Murri’s was the position taken up by the group of socialist priests known as the *Plebe* (Plebeians), who gathered in Reggio Emilia (near Bologna) from 1904 onwards around the newspaper *La Plebe*. 
Historians point out that in that agricultural area there was no tradition of small property-owners.¹ There were large estates, owned by a few capitalists, which meant that farm laborers were working in the same conditions as the factory workers: a capitalist employed farmhands who did not own the means of production. It was no coincidence that the Plebei, living in the countryside of Emilia, where the socialist movement was particularly strong amongst farm labourers and peasants, had become convinced of the need to unite socialism and Christianity and abandoned more exasperated anti-clerical characteristics to support instead the prospect of an “evangelical socialism.” Those socialists who were active propagandists among the peasants, had, indeed, abandoned the materialism and positivism of the Second International, thinking it better to refer to the values of the Catholic tradition, which had particularly strong roots in the Italian countryside.

The objective of the newspaper, which merged on 1 November 1905 with the journal from Macerata Giovane Italia, was to christianize socialists and socialize Christians in the name of the Gospel,² in 1905 La Plebe even opened up its editorial board to some socialists. The Plebei thus tended increasingly to approach the position of the Socialist Party, “trying to bring respect for the Church and the observation of Christian principles to the masses”³ and affirmed clearly that they considered themselves simultaneously socialists and Christians, holding there to be no lack of compatibility between the two programmes, “at least in theory, nor any barriers dividing them.”⁴ If the equating of early Christianity and socialism separated the Plebei from Murri, the former shared this interpretation with the evangelical socialists, who were a strong presence in the countryside of Reggio Emilia. The plebei, like the socialist Camillo Prampolini,⁵ believed that over the centuries the message of Christ had encouraged the fight for greater social equality and even went as far as to state that Jesus had been history’s “first socialist;” for them, however, unlike the socialist leader of Emilia, the teachings of the Gospels did not stop there and they refuted any secular transformation of the Christian experience, insisting on the need to safeguard its transcendent aspect.
The “good priests” (as Prampolini called them) were also in disagreement with Murri over the perplexity he had expressed towards collectivism. In an open letter to the leader of the Christian democrats, they wrote: “You say that collectivism is a Utopia. This may be. As for me, we believe it to be possible. In any case, if the people wish for it, why oppose it? Who stops you from becoming a socialist? Does one, by any chance, need to accept the entire basic philosophy of Marx’s *Capital* to encourage and help prepare a collective régime? If this were so, there would be very few socialists. Instead there are thousands, millions, just because […] the Socialist Party is not a party of philosophers and even less of theologians, but simply a party that supports the interests of proletarians.”

In his reply to the letter Murri admitted that the Christian democrats had at times been “too antisocialist” but he insisted on his belief that it was right to fight collectivism, because it was “a bad dream, a false mirage.” As to the class struggle, Murri declared that this was no problem for him and he feared it not in itself but because often “hatred and greed wormed their way in.” He concluded by repeating that he could not totally “be with the *Plebeij*,” although they recalled “many principles and criteria that had been too neglected on our side and that the social movement should assimilate and put into practice,” because those extreme ideas could spark off a reaction and thus a further change in the attitude of Catholics towards the moderates. Murri thus confirmed the reasons for his perplexity towards the positions assumed by the *Plebeij*, criticizing them mainly for having completely abandoned all Christian social principles to adhere to the socialist project. Despite this, the leader of the DC (Democrazia Cristiana) did declare that, “my strong sympathy is with the *plebeij* and I am following the development of their generous and risky attempt with keen interest.”

Like Murri himself, the *plebeij* stated that it was the reformist spirit they preferred within the socialist movement, reassured here by a direct knowledge of Prampolini’s work, and proving to be even more intransigent than the priest from the Marche in their judgements of revolutionary
unionists: the latter were accused of sympathizing with “the egoistic instincts of the masses,” were devoid of “humanitarian and altruistic ideals” and encouraged clashes between workers.\textsuperscript{lix}

The Church institutions looked on the establishment of these ideas with concern and in August 1906 Don Rodrigo Levoni, one of the priests belonging to the group, was suspended \textit{a divinis}; the following year \textit{La Plebe} was obliged to close down because of growing economic difficulties and Levoni decided to join the socialist organization.

During 1905 the experience of Reggio Emilia aroused interest in other regions and the map of dissidents became wide-ranging: a group of socialist priests started up in Umbria, in Val Tiberina; the latter took the side of the peasants and their claims, trying to coordinate the struggle in order to obtain agreements on agriculture that were more in favour of the labourers. In this case, too, it was a newspaper, \textit{La Rivendicazione}, that acted as a tool for spreading the thoughts of these Christians.

The priest Urbano Segapeli argued in the newspaper that the socialist message was a contemporary projection of the demand for justice and truth that existed in the Gospels.\textsuperscript{lx} During the early years of the century in Mantua the weekly journal \textit{Il destino della plebe}, close to the position of the Christian socialists, was published.\textsuperscript{lxi} In Naples the demands of the Catholic socialists were spread thanks to the journals \textit{Battaglie d’oggi} and the \textit{Nuova Riforma}, both the fruits of Giovanni Avolio’s militancy. Avolio believed that socialism must deal with the whole nature of humankind, i.e. its material needs as well as its spiritual ones, and that materialist premises should thus be abandoned. Believers and non-believers – all those working towards greater social justice – should support Turati’s party, which was marked by its political programme in favour of the people. Avolio’s reflections found their expression in experiences such as the Associazione dei Preti Lavoratori (Association of worker-priests) and the Avanguardia dei Cristiano-Sociali d’Italia (Avant-garde of social-Christians in Italy), the latter guided by the Protestant Giovanni Enrico Meille and the Piedmontese Mario Tortonese.\textsuperscript{lxii}

IV The political thought of Ernesto Buonaiuti and the radical group in Rome
In the first decade of the twentieth century in Rome, the Gruppo Radicale Romano (Roman radical group) started up, whose most prominent member was Ernesto Buonaiuti, an exponent of the modernist movement and supporter of the need to return to the values of early Christianity which he himself, as a historian of the Church, had studied in detail. It was this new interest in studying the origins of Christianity that led some scholars to examine the experiences of the early Christian communities. Many arrived at the conclusion that the latter were based on principles and values not far removed from those of contemporary socialism.

In the publication Rivista storico-critica delle scienze teologiche, which came out in 1905, he praised the eschatological interpretation of Christian origins and this position led him to argue a “perfect likeness” between the Christian message and the hopes of modern socialism; in the same way, in the work published in Rome in 1908 Perché siamo socialisti e cristiani, (Why we are Socialists and Christians) we read: “We say to our companions in religious faith: be truly Christian and you will be socialist and anti-clerical. And to our companions in social faith: be truly socialist and you will be Christians.”

Buonaiuti was amongst the founders of the journal Nova et Vetera published in Rome in 1908 at the initiative of a group of believers, including Manlio Mario Rossi e Nicola Turchi. According to Buonaiuti, the journal was to stand as a space for meeting and exchanging views, open to all the innovative currents in modern Christianity i.e. all those who cared about the destiny of the working masses. As to the closeness of Christianity to socialism, the journal emphasized that both had as their objective a fairer distribution of wealth and the establishment of an earthly world where there was also room for joy. It should be noted, however, that in this journal George Tyrell, the leading exponent of English modernism, did not conceal the fact that he kept his distance from these theories, and the group from the journal Il Rinnovamento, directed by the aristocrats Tommaso Gallarati Scotti, Alessandro Casati and Stefano Jacini, expressed their perplexity as to the equivalence between early Christianity and socialism. Only a few months after the
publication of *Pascendi*, Buonaiuti independently published *Il programma dei modernisti* (The Programme of the Modernists) and in 1908 *Lettere di un prete modernista* (Letters from a Modernist Priest), in which he confirmed his convictions.\textsuperscript{lxxii}

Buoniauti’s thought was shared by some young people from the Lega Democratica Nazionale, supporters of an innovative socialist hypothesis and of the need to work simultaneously for political and religious innovation. In July 1908 two of them, Felice Perroni and Guglielmo Quadrotta, who also contributed to *Nova et vetera*, went as far as to ask for membership of the Socialist Party by reason of their faith,\textsuperscript{lxxiii} writing an open letter that was published in “Avanti!”, the newspaper of the Socialist Party; the request was refused by Turati’s party, still distinguished by a positivist culture and considering it impossible to unite religious belief with a political project for social transformation.\textsuperscript{lxxiv}

Unlike Murri, who had limited himself to suggesting an electoral alliance with the socialists, Felice Perroni and Guglielmo Quadrotta stated their faith in the socialist programme and declared that they accepted its methods for pressing the demands of the proletariat. The two young men thought a radical reform of economic and political institutions was needed, so that all people were in a position to express their own spiritual resources. Moreover, recalling the Christian precept of love and the hope in a Kingdom of Heaven on Earth, they were convinced that historically the Christian experience was an inspiration to social progress and therefore considered that siding with socialism was the necessary and natural outlet for their religious faith.\textsuperscript{lxxv}

It was Buonaiuti who pointed out the differences between Perroni’s and Quadrotta’s political perspective and that of Murri, stressing how the Christian democrat, who had always criticized socialism and been averse to its political and social project, hardly proved credible in his attempt to approach the party. The attitude of the young Romans was not the same, as they insisted that it was the principles of their own socialism that were different, not the objective; they “re-evoked the great hope in a Kingdom of Heaven on Earth, which in every troubled age of history has shaken
the ecclesiastical Christian masses and led them to change, like new yeast; they acknowledge the
social aspect of religion.”

Though it is true that the socialists refused to let them join the Party, it is nonetheless interesting to
note that their request opened up a debate inside the organization and the socialists Ivanoe
Bonomi and Giuseppe Rensi expressed themselves in favour. Bonomi in particular, by then
critical of the party majority, refused the idea that the socialist movement should remain entirely in
“the rut of Marxism” and therefore believed that it was inopportune to refuse Christians who,
despite different cultural premises, sustained the political prospects in question. For his part,
the philosopher Rensi believed that the only “eternal foundation of socialism” was a spiritual one,
which he judged to be superior to “any vicissitudes in doctrine or any scientific confusion”; in his
opinion, therefore, professing a religious belief, unless it adhered to an authoritarian and papist
concept, could not be considered to be in contradiction with any adhesion to socialism.

In the journal *Critica sociale* an article by Domenico Spadoni appeared, in which he recognized
that the preaching of Christ emanated “a spirit of brotherly equality which, together with the
utmost disdain for riches, led to communism as a natural consequence.” Links between
socialism and communism were also argued by Angelo Crespi, initially a socialist and a
contributor to *Critica Sociale* (the theoretical journal of the Italian Socialist Party), who
subsequently came to the conclusion that any real reform of society should contemplate a renewal
of the spirit; he had thus come to sustain a renovated religion close to modernist positions.

Crespi wrote: “I began to distinguish between the degeneration of religion as a phenomenon and
its essence as manifest in religious genius and I felt that this was an immense power, capable of
enormous good in the world.”

Angelica Balabanoff declared herself sceptical towards these suggestions. Writing in the
Socialist Party newspaper *Avanti!*, she argued that being a socialist implied embracing Marxism
and she wondered how Perroni and Quadrotta could remain in the Italian Socialist Party, which
professed the materialist “philosophical concept;” Marx’s merit was to have “thoroughly
investigated Feuerbach’s materialism and transferred Hegel’s dialectic method onto materialistic terrain.” The Ukrainian revolutionary also argued against Rensi, declaring that Marxism was “poles apart from idealism.”

The debate in the Socialist Party newspaper was also joined by Alberto Malatesta who claimed that “a profound contrast” existed between socialism and Christianity and, above all, that the action taken by the Catholics was “conservative and manipulative.” He added that in its long history the Church had always persecuted those it considered to be “the enemies of religion,” organizing wars and legitimizing the practice of the Inquisition. He concluded: “In that they advocate and spread the word of Christ, there is no possibility of an understanding with the Christians.”

The radical nature of these affirmations led Quadrotta to intervene in the Socialist newspaper, making it clear that Christianity was “an eminently social movement,” or “the preparation of humankind for an earthly kingdom of love and justice, through inner renewal.” Quadrotta urged the socialist to consider the Gospels as a historical document and thus, in the wake of the studies carried out by Alfred Loisy, to realize that “Jesus’ preaching had been altered by the theological concerns of certain great advocates of Christianity, such as Saint Paul.” This is what gave rise to his conviction that only socialism could bring about “the great, human hope that the word of Christ had announced twenty centuries previously.”

These statements led the editorial board of Avanti! to intervene in the debate, declaring that they agreed with Quadrotta when he maintained that “the theological interpretation of Christianity” was a distortion of Christ’s words but adding that until the movement for the revision of the Bible had managed to substitute the notion of original Christianity for its theological version in people’s minds, it was impossible to consider Christianity as an element of progress for society.

The demand for greater social justice and for religious renewal also appeared in the journal Coenobium, founded in Lugano in 1906 by the socialist Enrico Bignami and the Republican Arcangelo Ghisleri, which, particularly in its early months, assumed a “philosophical and pro-modernist” nature, so much so that it numbered amongst its contributors Romolo Murri, Domenico
Battaini, Arnaldo Cervesato, Angelo Crespi and Friedrich von Hügel. The journal attempted to integrate two value systems, the Christian and the socialist, which were held to be akin and complementary in terms of ethics, with a view to a “revolution in morals.” It was in the pages of this journal that Rensi coined the expression “idealist socialism,” meant as a sort of socialism that tended to “attribute greater importance to spiritual values rather than to material goods.”

The “cenobitic approach” was followed by *Bilycnis* (1912-1931), the newspaper of the Battista Theology Faculty in Rome which, like the Swiss journal, took up a strong position against the Great War, and by Giuseppe Gangale’s *Conscientia* (1922-1927); both shared with *Coenobium* the prospect of evangelical inspiration as a spur to the inner experience of faith, the aversion to religious dogma and the need for a new search by the individual: they were convinced that without a new individual conscience any project for political renewal was impossible.

V After the First World War

With the First World War the political and religious climate changed and the radical experiments that had marked some Christian minorities at the start of the Nineteen Hundreds were put to an end by institutional repression in Rome, where, in the encyclical *Pascendi dominicis gregis* (1907), war was declared on modernism and all attempts at free research and reflection. Many of the faithful found this highly traumatic and a number of the believers who had been most visibly in favour of a renewal of the ecclesiastical institutions abandoned the Church.

We must not forget that, in October 1922, Fascism came to power in Italy. Mussolini, who had been socialist and anti-clerical before the First World War, found important points of contact with the Catholic Church, precisely in defense of order and tradition. As the historians Giovanni Miccoli and Guido Verucci point out, this agreement closed any space for debate and discussion in the church and in Italian society.
Even before the First World War, the “plebeian priests”, decided to join the Socialist Party and embrace Marxist philosophy. Murri, who had now been ex-communicated, drew close to Fascism after the War, under the incomprehensible illusion that Mussolini’s project might make some of the hopes he had professed in his youth come true. Now married with children, he became a journalist with the Bolognese daily newspaper *Il Resto del Carlino*: the hostility of the ecclesiastical hierarchy towards him was ferocious, even though in November 1943, only a few months before his death, Pius XII revoked his excommunication. Perroni and Quadrotta remained faithful to their ideals of freedom and opposed Fascism, joining Giovanni Amendola’s Unione Nazionale project in 1924. Quadrotta, both journalist and editor and a member of Azione Cattolica from the end of the ‘Twenties onwards, committed himself to the Democrazia Cristiana Party in the second post-war period.

Buonaiuti’s trajectory was interesting, because he became the emblem of Catholic anti-fascism: in 1915 he became Professor of History of Christianity at the Sapienza University in Rome. The Roman Curia opposed him fiercely: his books were put on the Index (the Prohibited Books List) and in 1925 he was excommunicated for having taken up the defence of the modernist movement. A regulation in the Concordat, signed in 1929 between the Italian State and the Holy See, and supported by Cardinal Pietro Gasparri (Pius XI’s Secretary of State) especially to punish Buonaiuti, ruled that an excommunicated priest could not teach in Italian universities. First deprived of his teaching post and then dismissed in 1931 as a consequence of his determination not to swear loyalty to the Fascist régime, Buonaiuti lived in poverty right up to his death in April 1946.

Giorgio La Piana, who had shared Buonaiuti’s passion for historical and religious research at the beginning of the Nineteen Hundreds, and who had been obliged, like many “modernists,” to leave Italy because of the climate that had developed under Pius X’s pontificate (in 1916 he became Professor of History of the Church at the Harvard Divinity School), wrote of his friend, who had remained true to the ideas he had professed in his youth: “When he was driven outside the Church,
he found consolation in the idea that his expulsion decreed by ecclesiastical power had no value in the sight of God. Up to the end Buonaiuti considered himself a member of the Church of God and a tool chosen by the Spirit to communicate the Divine law.  

Conclusions

The Catholics who sought to establish a dialogue with Socialists at the beginning of the twentieth century were intellectuals, genuinely interested in political cultures other than their own as a result of their disappointment with the backward culture of the Church, which, after the French Revolution, had been mostly impervious to the stimuli of modernity. With its ability to gain insight into the contradictions of contemporary society, Socialist thought represented for them the emblem of modernity, and the socialist party seemed the political organization best equipped to meet the needs of mass society.

Usually based in the big cities of Northern and Central Italy or in economically developed agricultural areas, these intellectuals therefore voiced the need to conform Catholic culture to modernity. Southern Italy, instead, underdeveloped and facing serious issues related to poverty, was hardly involved in any attempt at change.

Socialist parties in Europe were usually too pleased to find that some clergy wanted to join them: as we have seen, though, the Italian situation was different and the Catholics’ opening to the Socialist world provoked debates and misgiving. The reasons for the specificity of the Italian context are likely to be found in the role that the Church had traditionally played in the country. Until 1861, when the Italian State was established, a great part of the Italian peninsula, traditionally a Catholic area with Protestant and Jewish minorities adding up to more or less 1% of the population, was occupied by the Papal States.

Even after 1861, however, the Church performed a crucial function in the country: Catholics, therefore, were judged for their political stance more than for their religious belief. The Italian Liberal State tried to promote the separation between the religious and the secular sphere, which,
however, did not prevent the Church from being a strong actor in the political field, and a conservative one at that.

Such politicization of the Catholic world generated misgivings in many Socialists, even about those Catholics who were most sympathetic to issues of social justice. The Socialists’ attitude vacillated between distrust and the awareness of the fact that Catholic principles were deeply rooted in the Italian people. Catholics were thus considered conservative in politics and, at the same time, dangerous competitors. Only few Socialist intellectuals understood the importance to forge an alliance with Catholics, or at least to seek dialogue with them. They understood that in Italy the poor’s condition could be improved only through an alliance between the two popular forces.

---
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